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ACOUSTIDRAIN
SOUNDPROOFING

ACOUSTIDRAIN eliminates the noise caused by water flowing 
through indoor sanitary drainage or fall pipes. ACOUSTIDRAIN 
is self-adhering and also has a self-adhesive closure. With 
ACOUSTIDRAIN, heavy and costly cast-iron pipes are no 
longer needed. This means that plumbing installation is 
easier, quicker and cheaper.

SOUNDPROOFING PRODUCT FOR DRAINPIPES
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No special tools

Comes in a kit with everything you need to 
soundproof pipes and elbows

Fast and easy installation

BENEFITS

Eliminates toilet flushing noises

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

THICKNESS 7/16 in (14 mm)

SIZE 39 in x 15 3/4 in (99 cm x 40 cm)

WEIGHT 1.2 lb/ft² (5.8kn/m²)
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If you have any questions about this product or its installation, 
please contact your SOPREMA representative.

SS100TDRN - REV.0917

INSTALLATION METHOD

Slide the product vertically behind the 
pipe to be soundproofed  by pressing 
on the joint or on a previously installed 
section  of ACOUSTIDRAIN to ensure 
the product is straight and to facilitate 
 closure of the joint. 
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Next, remove the pre-cut section of the 
silicone film to the opposite  side of the 
overlapping joint of ACOUSTIDRAIN.
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After removing the silicone film, stick 
that section onto the pipe. 
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The opposite side (the overlapping 
joint) is treated the same way,  after 
removing what is left of the silicone 
film on the foam part of  the product.
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Close off the overlapping joint by first 
removing the silicone film from  the 
overlapping section, then closing the 
previously affixed self-adhesive  joint of 
ACOUSTIDRAIN.
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The overlapping joint is then kept 
sealed using the tie-wraps provided 
in  the kit. Place one at each end, as 
well as one at the center, about 19½ 
in (49.5 cm)  from the ends. Close the 
joints between the sections with duct 
tape
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Next treat the elbows using 2¾ in x 
19½ in (32 cm x 49.5 cm) pieces of 
 foam with the black film supplied in 
the kit. The 12.6 in (32 cm) section 
should be  placed perpendicular to the 
elbows and then wrapped around the 
elbows  to overlap. It is secured using 
tie-wraps supplied in the kit; there 
should be one in the center and one 
at each end. Take care to place the 
black film on the outside. The foam  
piece must also overlap the previously 
installed ACOUSTIDRAIN.
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For a more aesthetically pleasing 
installation, the excess pieces of foam 
can be  trimmed at right angles so they 
don’t stick out. 
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